
Freedom through Seeing the Selfless   
Nature of Experience

PLEASE TAKE THIS TIME RIGHT NOW TO COME INTO A 
MINDFUL PRESENCE WHILE WE WAIT FOR THE OTHERS 

TO JOIN US

If You have Technical Problems, Call Robin at  928-255-8318



VIEWS

- An extension of a fixed sense of self 

arises in the realm of views

- Freedom from a fixed sense of self = 

freedom from attachment to views

































































When dharma does not fill your whole body and mind, you think it is already 

sufficient. When dharma fills your body and mind, you understand that something 

is missing. For example, when you sail out in a boat to the middle of an ocean 

where no land is in sight, and view the four directions, the ocean looks circular, 

and does not look any other way. But the ocean is neither round nor square; its 

features are infinite in variety. It is like a palace. It is like a jewel. It only looks 

circular as far as you can see at that time. All things are like this. 

Though there are many features in the dusty world and the world beyond 

conditions, you see and understand only what your eye of practice can reach. In 

order to learn the nature of the myriad things, you must know that although they 

may look round or square, the other features of oceans and mountains are infinite 

in variety; whole worlds are there. It is so not only around you, but also directly 

beneath your feet, or in a drop of water.

- Zen Master Dogen from Genjo Koan



“Now! That should clear up a few things around here!”
©Gary Larson The Far Side



Excerpt from MN2 Sabbasava Sutta

7. “This is how he attends unwisely: ‘Was I in the past? Was I not in the past? What 

was I in the past? How was I in the past? Having been what, what did I become in 

the past? Shall I be in the future? Shall I not be in the future? What shall I be in the 

future? How shall I be in the future? Having been what, what shall I become in the 

future?’ Or else he is inwardly perplexed about the present thus: ‘Am I? Am I not? 

What am I? How am I? Where has this being come from? Where will it go?’38 8. 

“When he attends unwisely in this way, one of six views arises in him.39 The view 

‘self exists for me’ arises in him as true and established; or the view ‘no self exists 

for me’ arises in him as true and established; or the view ‘I perceive self with self’ 

arises in him as true and established; or the view ‘I perceive not-self with self’ arises 

in him as true and established; or the view ‘I perceive self with not-self’ arises in 

him as true and established; or else he has some such view as this: ‘It is this self of 

mine that speaks and feels and experiences here and there the result of good and bad 

actions; but this self of mine is permanent, everlasting, eternal, not subject to 

change, and it will endure as long as eternity.’40 This speculative view, bhikkhus, is 

called the thicket of views, the wilderness of views, the contortion of views, the 

vacillation of views, the fetter of views.





Why aren't you happy? It's 
because ninety-nine percent of 
everything you do, and think, 
and say, is for yourself -- and 

there isn't one.” 

― Wei Wu Wei

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/2540.Wei_Wu_Wei


Emptiness is to relinquish all 

views. - Nagarjuna



"'The cosmos is eternal. Only this is true; anything otherwise is 

worthless,' is a viewpoint. 'The cosmos is not eternal... The cosmos is 

finite... The cosmos is infinite... The soul & the body are the same... 

The soul is one thing and the body another... After death a Tathagata 

exists... After death a Tathagata does not exist... After death a 

Tathagata both does & does not exist... After death a Tathagata neither 

does nor does not exist. Only this is true; anything otherwise is 

worthless,' is a viewpoint. The extent to which there are 

viewpoints, view-stances, the taking up of views, obsessions of 

views, the cause of views, & the uprooting of views: that's what I 

know. That's what I see. Knowing that, I say 'I know.' Seeing 

that, I say 'I see.' Why should I say 'I don't know, I don't see'? I 

do know. I do see.“

- Excerpt from Kokanuda Sutta



Numerical Discourses – Bond of Views

And how is there the severance of the bond of views? 

Here, someone understands as they really are the origin and the 

passing away, the gratification, the danger, and [12] the escape in 

regard to views. When one understands these things as they really 

are, then lust for views, delight in views, affection for views, 

infatuation with views, thirst for views, passion for views, 

attachment to views, and craving for views do not lie within one in 

regard to views. This is called the severance of the bond of views.



Excerpt from MN2 Sabbasava Sutta

[This is how he attends wisely:] 11. “He attends wisely: ‘This is 

suffering’; he attends wisely: ‘This is the origin of suffering’; he 

attends wisely: ‘This is the cessation of suffering’; he attends 

wisely: ‘This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.’


